**Festival Schedule**

15:00 Master Classes by Habima Actors Yusuf Suwaid, Ishai Golan & Yvgenia Dodina

17:30 "The Best Of" (Scenes from 5 plays produced in 2010 by PCI's Leadership Program)

19:00 Discussion with Ilan Ronen, Artistic Director of Habima National Theatre, director of "Railway to Damascus"

20:30 Bonus for the Young Actors: "Railway to Damascus"

---

**Opening Remarks:**

Host of the Event: Artistic Director of Habima National Theatre, Ilan Ronen

U.S. Ambassador the Honorable James B. Cunningham

**Host of the Event:**

Museum Director of Kremnitzer-Shenhar Report of Ministry of Education, Adar Cohen

---

**For more details:**

Tel: (03) 730-0481  pci@netvision.net.il

---

**Festival Schedule**

17:30 "The Impossible Dream?" (FREE ADMISSION)

17:30 "The Best Of" (FREE ADMISSION)

17:30 "The Laboratory"

17:30 "Besieged City"

17:30 "The Little Prince"

17:30 "The Best Of" (FREE ADMISSION)

---

**Programme:**

"The Impossible Dream?"

July 5, 2010 17:30

Arison Theatre, 2 Lloyd George St., Tel Aviv

**Festival Schedule**

15:00 Master Classes by Habima Actors Yusuf Suwaid, Ishai Golan & Yvgenia Dodina

17:30 "The Best Of" (Scenes from 5 plays produced in 2010 by PCI's Leadership Program)

19:00 Discussion with Ilan Ronen, Artistic Director of Habima National Theatre, director of "Railway to Damascus"

20:30 Bonus for the Young Actors: "Railway to Damascus"